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Notice

While reasonable efforts have been made to ensure that the information in this document is complete and accurate at the time of printing, Avaya assumes no liability for any errors. Avaya reserves the right to make changes and corrections to the information in this document without the obligation to notify any person or organization of such changes.

Documentation disclaimer

“Documentation” means information published in varying mediums which may include product information, operating instructions and performance specifications that are generally made available to users of products. Documentation does not include marketing materials. Avaya shall not be responsible for any modifications, additions, or deletions to the original published version of Documentation unless such modifications, additions, or deletions were performed by or on the express behalf of Avaya. End User agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Avaya, Avaya’s agents, servants and employees against all claims, lawsuits, demands and judgments arising out of, or in connection with, subsequent modifications, additions or deletions to this documentation, to the extent made by End User.

Link disclaimer

Avaya is not responsible for the contents or reliability of any linked websites referenced within this site or Documentation provided by Avaya. Avaya is not responsible for the accuracy of any information, statement or content provided on these sites and does not necessarily endorse the products, services, or information described or offered within them. Avaya does not guarantee that these links will work all the time and has no control over the availability of the linked pages.

Warranty

Avaya provides a limited warranty on Avaya hardware and software. Refer to your sales agreement to establish the terms of the limited warranty. In addition, Avaya’s standard warranty language, as well as information regarding support for this product while under warranty is available to Avaya customers and other parties through the Avaya Support website: https://support.avaya.com/helpcenter/getGenericDetails?detailId=C2009112012456651010 under the link “Warranty & Product Lifecycle” or such successor site as designated by Avaya. Please note that if You acquired the product(s) from an authorized Avaya Channel Partner outside of the United States and Canada, the warranty is provided to You by said Avaya Channel Partner and not by Avaya.

“Hosted Service” means an Avaya hosted service subscription that You acquire from either Avaya or an authorized Avaya Channel Partner (as applicable) and which is described further in Hosted SAS or other service description documentation regarding the applicable hosted service. If You purchase a Hosted Service subscription, the foregoing limited warranty may not apply but You may be entitled to support services in connection with the Hosted Service as described further in your service description documents for the applicable Hosted Service. Contact Avaya or Avaya Channel Partner (as applicable) for more information.

Hosted Service

THE FOLLOWING APPLIES ONLY IF YOU PURCHASE AN AVAYA HOSTED SERVICE SUBSCRIPTION FROM AVAYA OR AN AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER (AS APPLICABLE), THE TERMS OF USE FOR HOSTED SERVICES ARE AVAILABLE ON THE AVAYA WEBSITE, HTTP://SUPPORT.AVAYA.COM/LICENSEINFO UNDER THE LINK “Avaya Terms of Use for Hosted Services” OR SUCH SUCCESSOR SITE AS DESIGNATED BY AVAYA, AND ARE APPLICABLE TO ANYONE WHO ACCESSES OR USES THE HOSTED SERVICE. BY ACCESSING OR USING THE HOSTED SERVICE, OR AUTHORIZING OTHERS TO DO SO, YOU, ON BEHALF OF YOURSELF AND THE ENTITY FOR WHOM YOU ARE DOING SO (HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO INTERCHANGEABLY AS “YOU” AND “END USER”), AGREE TO THE TERMS OF USE. IF YOU ARE ACCEPTING THE TERMS OF USE ON BEHALF A COMPANY OR OTHER LEGAL ENTITY, YOU REPRESENT THAT YOU HAVE THE AUTHORITY TO BIND SUCH ENTITY TO THESE TERMS OF USE. IF YOU DO NOT HAVE SUCH AUTHORITY, OR IF YOU DO NOT WISH TO ACCEPT THESE TERMS OF USE, YOU MUST NOT ACCESS OR USE THE HOSTED SERVICE OR AUTHORIZE ANYONE TO ACCESS OR USE THE HOSTED SERVICE.

Licenses

THE SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS AVAILABLE ON THE AVAYA WEBSITE, HTTP://SUPPORT.AVAYA.COM/LICENSEINFO.
UNDER THE LINK “AVAYA SOFTWARE LICENSE TERMS (Avaya Products)” OR SUCH SUCCESSOR SITE AS DESIGNATED BY AVAYA, ARE APPLICABLE TO ANYONE WHO DOWNLOADS, USES AND/OR INSTALLS AVAYA SOFTWARE, PURCHASED FROM AVAYA INC., ANY AVAYA AFFILIATE, OR AN AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER (AS APPLICABLE) UNDER A COMMERCIAL AGREEMENT WITH AVAYA OR AN AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER. UNLESS OTHERWISE AGREED TO BY AVAYA IN WRITING, AVAYA DOES NOT EXTEND THIS LICENSE IF THE SOFTWARE WAS OBTAINED FROM ANYONE OTHER THAN AVAYA, AN AVAYA AFFILIATE OR AN AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER; AVAYA RESERVES THE RIGHT TO TAKE LEGAL ACTION AGAINST YOU AND ANYONE ELSE USING OR SELLING THE SOFTWARE WITHOUT A LICENSE. BY INSTALLING, DOWNLOADING OR USING THE SOFTWARE, OR AUTHORIZING OTHERS TO DO SO, YOU, ON BEHALF OF YOURSELF AND THE ENTITY FOR WHOM YOU ARE INSTALLING, DOWNLOADING OR USING THE SOFTWARE (HEREINAFTER REFERRED TO INTERCHANGEABLY AS “YOU” AND “END USER”), AGREE TO THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS AND CREATE A BINDING CONTRACT BETWEEN YOU AND AVAYA INC. OR THE APPLICABLE AVAYA AFFILIATE (“AVAYA”).

Avaya grants You a license within the scope of the license types described below, with the exception of Heritage Nortel Software, for which the scope of the license is detailed below. Where the order documentation does not expressly identify a license type, the applicable license will be a Designated System License. The applicable number of licenses and units of capacity for which the license is granted will be one (1), unless a different number of licenses or units of capacity is specified in the documentation or other materials available to You. “Software” means computer programs in object code, provided by Avaya or an Avaya Channel Partner, whether as stand-alone products, pre-installed on hardware products, and any upgrades, updates, patches, bug fixes, or modified versions thereto. “Designated Processor” means a single stand-alone computing device. “Server” means a Designated Processor that hosts a software application to be accessed by multiple users. “Instance” means a single copy of the Software executing at a particular time: (i) on one physical machine; or (ii) on one deployed software virtual machine (“VM”) or similar deployment.

License types

Designated System(s) License (DS). End User may install and use each copy or an Instance of the Software only on a number of Designated Processors up to the number indicated in the order. Avaya may require the Designated Processor(s) to be identified in the order by type, serial number, feature key, Instance, location or other specific designation, or to be provided by End User to Avaya through electronic means established by Avaya specifically for this purpose.

Concurrent User License (CU). End User may install and use the Software on multiple Designated Processors or one or more Servers, so long as only the licensed number of Units are accessing and using the Software at any given time. A “Unit” means the unit on which Avaya, at its sole discretion, bases the pricing of its licenses and can be, without limitation, an agent, port or user, an e-mail or voice mail account in the name of a person or corporate function (e.g., webmaster or helpdesk), or a directory entry in the administrative database utilized by the Software that permits one user to interface with the Software. Units may be linked to a specific, identified Server or an Instance of the Software.

Heritage Nortel Software

“Heritage Nortel Software” means the software that was acquired by Avaya as part of its purchase of the Nortel Enterprise Solutions Business in December 2009. The Heritage Nortel Software is the software contained within the list of Heritage Nortel Products located at http://support.avaya.com/LicenseInfo/ under the link “Heritage Nortel Products,” or such successor site as designated by Avaya. For Heritage Nortel Software, Avaya grants Customer a license to use Heritage Nortel Software provided hereunder solely to the extent of the authorized activation or authorized usage level, solely for the purpose specified in the Documentation, and solely as embedded in, for execution on, or for communication with Avaya equipment. Charges for Heritage Nortel Software may be based on extent of activation or use authorized as specified in an order or invoice.
Copyright

Except where expressly stated otherwise, no use should be made of materials on this site, the Documentation, Software, Hosted Service, or hardware provided by Avaya. All content on this site, the documentation, Hosted Service, and the product provided by Avaya including the selection, arrangement and design of the content is owned either by Avaya or its licensors and is protected by copyright and other intellectual property laws including the sui generis rights relating to the protection of databases. You may not modify, copy, reproduce, republish, upload, post, transmit or distribute in any way any content, in whole or in part, including any code and software unless expressly authorized by Avaya. Unauthorized reproduction, transmission, dissemination, storage, and or use without the express written consent of Avaya can be a criminal, as well as a civil offense under the applicable law.

Virtualization

The following applies if the product is deployed on a virtual machine. Each product has its own ordering code and license types. Note that each Instance of a product must be separately licensed and ordered. For example, if the end user customer or Avaya Channel Partner would like to install two Instances of the same type of products, then two products of that type must be ordered.

Third Party Components

“Third Party Components” mean certain software programs or portions thereof included in the Software or Hosted Service may contain software (including open source software) distributed under third party agreements (“Third Party Components”), which contain terms regarding the rights to use certain portions of the Software (“Third Party Terms”). As required, information regarding distributed Linux OS source code (for those products that have distributed Linux OS source code) and identifying the copyright holders of the Third Party Components and the Third Party Terms that apply is available in the products, Documentation or on Avaya’s website at: http://support.avaya.com/Copyright or such successor site as designated by Avaya. The open source software license terms provided as Third Party Terms are consistent with the license rights granted in these Software License Terms, and may contain additional rights benefiting You, such as modification and distribution of the open source software. The Third Party Terms shall take precedence over these Software License Terms, solely with respect to the applicable Third Party Components, to the extent that these Software License Terms impose greater restrictions on You than the applicable Third Party Terms.

The following applies only if the H.264 (AVC) codec is distributed with the product. THIS PRODUCT IS LICENSED UNDER THE AVC PATENT PORTFOLIO LICENSE FOR THE PERSONAL USE OF A CONSUMER OR OTHER USES IN WHICH IT DOES NOT RECEIVE REMUNERATION TO (i) ENCODE VIDEO IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE AVC STANDARD (“AVC VIDEO”) AND/OR (ii) DECODE AVC VIDEO THAT WAS ENCODED BY A CONSUMER ENGAGED IN A PERSONAL ACTIVITY AND/OR WAS OBTAINED FROM A VIDEO PROVIDER LICENSED TO PROVIDE AVC VIDEO. NO LICENSE IS GRANTED OR SHALL BE IMPLIED FOR ANY OTHER USE. ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE OBTAINED FROM MPEG LA, L.L.C. SEE HTTP://WWW.MPEGLA.COM

Service Provider

THE FOLLOWING APPLIES TO AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER’S HOSTING OF AVAYA PRODUCTS OR SERVICES. THE PRODUCT OR HOSTED SERVICE MAY USE THIRD PARTY COMPONENTS SUBJECT TO THIRD PARTY TERMS AND REQUIRE A SERVICE PROVIDER TO BE INDEPENDENTLY LICENSED DIRECTLY FROM THE THIRD PARTY SUPPLIER. AN AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER’S HOSTING OF AVAYA PRODUCTS MUST BE AUTHORIZED IN WRITING BY AVAYA AND IF THOSE HOSTED PRODUCTS USE OR EMBED CERTAIN THIRD PARTY SOFTWARE, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO MICROSOFT SOFTWARE OR CODECS, THE AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER IS REQUIRED TO INDEPENDENTLY OBTAIN ANY APPLICABLE LICENSE AGREEMENTS, AT THE AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER’S EXPENSE, DIRECTLY FROM THE APPLICABLE THIRD PARTY SUPPLIER.

WITH RESPECT TO CODECS, IF THE AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER IS HOSTING ANY PRODUCTS THAT USE OR EMBED THE G.729 CODEC, H.264 CODEC, OR H.265 CODEC, THE AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER ACKNOWLEDGES AND AGREES THE AVAYA CHANNEL PARTNER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY AND ALL RELATED FEES AND/OR ROYALTIES. THE G.729 CODEC IS LICENSED BY SIPRO LAB TELECOM INC. SEE WWW.SIPRO.COM/CONTACT.HTML. THE H.264 (AVC) CODEC IS LICENSED UNDER THE AVC
PATENT PORTFOLIO LICENSE FOR THE PERSONAL USE OF A CONSUMER OR OTHER USES IN WHICH IT DOES NOT RECEIVE REMUNERATION TO: (I) ENCODE VIDEO IN COMPLIANCE WITH THE AVC STANDARD ("AVC VIDEO") AND/OR (II) DECODE AVC VIDEO THAT WAS ENCODED BY A CONSUMER ENGAGED IN A PERSONAL ACTIVITY AND/OR WAS OBTAINED FROM A VIDEO PROVIDER LICENSED TO PROVIDE AVC VIDEO. NO LICENSE IS GRANTED OR SHALL BE IMPLIED FOR ANY OTHER USE.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR H.264 (AVC) AND H.265 (HEVC) CODECS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM MPEG LA, L.L.C. SEE HTTP://WWW.MPEGLA.COM.

Compliance with Laws
You acknowledge and agree that it is Your responsibility for complying with any applicable laws and regulations, including, but not limited to laws and regulations related to call recording, data privacy, intellectual property, trade secret, fraud, and music performance rights, in the country or territory where the Avaya product is used.

Preventing Toll Fraud
“Toll Fraud” is the unauthorized use of your telecommunications system by an unauthorized party (for example, a person who is not a corporate employee, agent, subcontractor, or is not working on your company's behalf). Be aware that there can be a risk of Toll Fraud associated with your system and that, if Toll Fraud occurs, it can result in substantial additional charges for your telecommunications services.

Avaya Toll Fraud intervention
If You suspect that You are being victimized by Toll Fraud and You need technical assistance or support, call Technical Service Center Toll Fraud Intervention Hotline at +1-800-643-2353 for the United States and Canada. For additional support telephone numbers, see the Avaya Support website: http://Support.avaya.com, or such successor site as designated by Avaya.

Security Vulnerabilities
Information about Avaya’s security support policies can be found in the Security Policies and Support section of https://support.avaya.com/security

Suspected Avaya product security vulnerabilities are handled per the Avaya Product Security Support Flow (https://support.avaya.com/css/P8/documents/100161515).

Trademarks
The trademarks, logos and service marks (“Marks”) displayed in this site, the Documentation, Hosted Service(s), and product(s) provided by Avaya are the registered or unregistered Marks of Avaya, its affiliates, its licensors, its suppliers, or other third parties. Users are not permitted to use such Marks without prior written consent from Avaya or such third party which may own the Mark. Nothing contained in this site, the Documentation, Hosted Service(s) and product(s) should be construed as granting, by implication, estoppel, or otherwise, any license or right in and to the Marks without the express written permission of Avaya or the applicable third party.

Avaya is a registered trademark of Avaya Inc.
All non-Avaya trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Linux® is the registered trademark of Linus Torvalds in the U.S. and other countries.

Downloading Documentation
For the most current versions of Documentation, see the Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com, or such successor site as designated by Avaya.

Contact Avaya Support
See the Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com for product or Hosted Service notices and articles, or to report a problem with your Avaya product or Hosted Service. For a list of support telephone numbers and contact addresses, go to the Avaya Support website: http://support.avaya.com (or such successor site as designated by Avaya), scroll to the bottom of the page, and select Contact Avaya Support.
# Appendix 1: Support for Avaya Proactive Contact Interoperability

## Document changes

- New features and enhancements.
- Bug fixes.

## Introduction

Overview of the product change.

## Caution

- New installation requirements.
- Compatibility issues.

## Installation

1. Uninstall any previous versions.
2. Install the new version.
3. Configure as per instructions.

## Contents

- Parameters in the master.cfg file
- Fixes
- Known issues and workarounds
- List of RHSA's fixed in this release
- List of CVEs fixed in this release
- Languages supported
- Contacting support
  - Contact Support Checklist
  - Contact Support Tasks
- Appendix 1: Support for Avaya Proactive Contact Interoperability
- Appendix 2: Changing boot order if you install dialer from USB device
- Appendix 3: Configuring RAID 5 on HP DL 360p G8

## Fixing Known Issues

- Use the `master.cfg` file to configure.
- Apply the latest patches.

## What's New

- Enhanced functionality.
- New integrations.

## Backing up the software

- Use the backup function.
- Store backups in a secure location.

## Starting up the dialer processes

- Follow the startup procedure.
- Monitor the process for errors.

## Obtaining Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer and Database

- Visit the Avaya website.
- Download the latest version.

## File list

- List of files included in the release.
- Dependencies and their versions.

## Required patches

- List of patches necessary for the new release.
- Apply patches in order.

## Product compatibility

- Check the compatibility matrix.
- Ensure all components are supported.

## Contact Support Checklist

- Review the checklist for troubleshooting.
- Contact support if issues persist.

## Appendix 2: Changing boot order if you install dialer from USB device

- Enter BIOS settings.
- Set boot order.

## Appendix 3: Configuring RAID 5 on HP DL 360p G8

- Configure RAID 5 settings.
- Test the configuration.

---

**Contact Support Checklist**

- Check for errors in the logs.
- Test the system thoroughly.
- Report any issues to support.

---

Copyright 2018 Avaya Inc. All rights reserved.

*Use pursuant to the terms of your signed agreement or Avaya policy.*
Document changes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>August 16, 2018</td>
<td>Updated the latest build details.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>September 05, 2018</td>
<td>Updated the latest build details.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October 4, 2018</td>
<td>Updated the latest build details and added new feature details.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>November 12, 2018</td>
<td>Updated Material code and new feature overview.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Introduction

This document provides late-breaking information to supplement Avaya Proactive contact software and documentation. For updated documentation, product support notices, and service pack information, go to the Avaya Support site at: http://support.avaya.com.

Caution

Read the release notes carefully before proceeding. Reference all applicable release notes.

The Avaya OFCOM feature is not approved for use in the Proactive Contact CTI Dialer (Soft Dialer). If the OFCOM feature is enabled in the customer’s Proactive Contact CTI Dialer (Soft Dialer), it will be subject to the Support Limitations and Exclusions contained in the applicable Service Agreement Supplement, and Avaya will have no obligation to support, diagnose or correct problems caused by or associated with the OFCOM feature.

Installation

Product compatibility

For the latest and most accurate compatibility information, see https://support.avaya.com/CompatibilityMatrix/Index.aspx.

Required patches

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Patch</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

File list

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Filename</th>
<th>Modification time stamp</th>
<th>File size</th>
<th>Version number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dialer_5.2.0.1.0.0301.iso</td>
<td>October 04, 2018</td>
<td>35,58,85,056 bytes</td>
<td>5.2.0.1.0.0301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Obtaining Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer and Database

To order all CDs and DVDs for Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1, you can use the high-level bundle code 700513703

There are two ways to obtain the current release of Avaya Proactive Contact Dialer and Database:

1. Order the installation DVD labeled Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer and Database, Material ID 700514662
2. Download the ISO image from Avaya Support site and write the image on a DVD.
   You can also copy the ISO image to the server using FTP or a USB device, and then mount the image.

To download the ISO image:

2. From the top menu, click Support by Product > Downloads
3. In the Enter Product Name field, type Proactive Contact.
4. Click the Proactive Contact option that displays under the Enter Product Name field.
5. In the Choose Release drop-down list, click 5.2.x.
6. Download the Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer and Database ISO image.

To write the ISO image on a DVD:

1. Insert a blank writable DVD in the CD/DVD drive.
2. You can use any available DVD writing tool to write the ISO file to a DVD
3. Wait until the DVD burning is completed.
4. Label the DVD as Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer and Database, Material ID 700514662

To copy and mount the ISO image using FTP:

1. To copy the downloaded ISO image to a remote dialer, use any FTP application.
2. Specify the IP address of the Dialer where you want to copy the ISO image and connect to the Dialer using an FTP application.
3. Copy the ISO image to a location on the Dialer that has enough disk space to accommodate the image.
   NOTE: Ensure that you have the write permissions to the location where you copy the ISO image.
4. To mount the ISO image on the Dialer, log on to the Dialer as sroot user.
5. Using the cd command, go to the location where you have copied the ISO image.
6. Use the following command to mount the ISO image: mount -o loop <Name of the ISO image>.iso /mnt/cdrom/
   In this case, /mnt/cdrom/ is the directory where you want to mount the ISO image.

To copy and mount the ISO image using USB device
1. Log on to the Dialer as sroot user.
2. Type fdisk -l to view a list of drives. Usually, the USB drive is displayed as /dev/sda or /dev/sda1 in the list.
3. Use the following command to create a directory named USB on the Dialer machine:
   ```
   mkdir /mnt/USB
   ```
4. Use the following command to mount the USB drive:
   ```
   mount /dev/<device name> /mnt/USB
   ```
   For example: `mount /dev/sda1 /mnt/USB`
5. Copy the ISO image from the USB drive to the system that has a minimum of 3 GB of free space.
6. Use the following command to mount the ISO image:
   ```
   mount -o loop <Name of the ISO image>.iso /mnt/cdrom/
   ```
   In this case, /mnt/cdrom/ is the directory where you want to mount the ISO image.
7. Unmount and remove the USB drive from the system after copying the ISO image to the system.

**Backing up the software**

Before upgrading to Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer and Database, you must take Mondo backup onto DVD media. This will stop all dialer processes. You must take a backup of specific files such as pdscontrol and mtscontrol.

**Taking Mondo Backup**

**NOTE:** Mondo backup does not back up the /proc, /sys, and /tmp directories, and removable media such as /mnt/floppy, /mnt/cdrom. If you have important data in any of these locations, ensure that you copy or back up the data to a location other than the locations mentioned above. Also, to conserve space and time, system cleanup of any unused archives may be advisable.

To take Mondo backup:

1. Log in to the dialer as sysadm user.
2. From the menu, type 3 to select the Back up, restore, and verify option.
3. From the menu, type 2 to select the Local back up, restore, and verify option.
4. From the menu, type 12 to select the Create bootable backup option.
5. The system displays the following message:
   ```
   If you continue, all the PDS processes will be shut down while taking bootable backup. After completion of bootable backup, all the PDS processes will be started back up. If you want to continue and shut down all processes you must enter the word 'continue' here.
   ```
6. Type Continue.
   The dialer, midtier processes, and database are shut down.
7. When prompted, insert a blank DVD into the DVD drive and select the DVD option from the menu.
After the Mondo backup completes, the system displays the following message:
Would you like to start all processes?
8. Type n to exit without starting the dialer processes.

Stopping dialer processes
1. Log in to the dialer as an admin user.
2. Run the following commands to check the current status of the dialer processes:
   - check_pds
   - check_mts
   - check_db
3. Run the following commands if the dialer processes are running:
   - stop_pds
   - stop_mts
   - stop_db

NOTE: In case of secondary dialer in a pod, run only the stop_pds command.

Taking file backups:
1. Log in to the dialer as sroot user.
2. Run the following commands to take backup:
   - cp –p /opt/avaya/pds/shell/pdscontrol /home/admin/pdscontrol
   - cp –p /opt/avaya/pds/shell/mtscontrol /home/admin/mtscontrol
   - cp –p /opt/Avaya/pds/shell/clear_all /home/admin/clear_all
   - cp –p /opt/avaya/pds/imon/apache-tomcat-6.0.29/webapps/WebLM/licenses/licensefilename.xml
     /home/admin/licensefilename.xml

NOTE: The license file name is arbitrary. Backup the file with the existing filename. If you are updating from an earlier Proactive Contact 5.x version, the Tomcat version might be older. Adjust the path for the version as required.

Installing the release
Sequence of installation
1) Perform the dialer/database upgrade.
2) Upgrade Supervisor and Agent client software.

Product compatibility
Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer is supported on the following servers:
- IBM x3650 M2
- HP DL 360 G7
HP DL 360 G8
HP DL 360 G9 running AVP
Customer provisioned Virtual Machine

Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer does not support HP GL 385 G2 and G5 hardware. Customers who are using HP GL 385 G2 and G5 hardware might not be able use the new features introduced in Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer. However, customers can continue to work with the capacities and features available in their existing systems.

Prerequisites:
LDAP is mandatory for all Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 dialers. This includes the standalone and the podded dialers. The dialer installer script of build-1 does not install LDAP.

NOTE: The time zone selected during the Operating System installation overrides the default master.cfg setting for the TZ parameter.

Installing Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer and Database on a fresh system:

Fresh (New) installation of PC-5.2.0.1 is not supported

Upgrading to Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer and Database

Upgrade to Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 is only supported from one of the following builds:
  • Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0 GA Build: 5.2.0.0.1101

NOTE: Ensure that the maintenance cycles are not run through cron during the upgrade process. Ensure that pds, mts, and db maintenance are run before performing the following steps:

1. Log in to the dialer as sroot user.
2. Insert the Dialer installation DVD in the DVD drive of the dialer.
3. Mount the DVD using the following command: mount /mnt/cdrom cd /mnt/cdrom
   NOTE: If you already mounted the ISO image using FTP or using a USB drive, then you need not run the mount command again.
4. Run the PC5.2.0.1_Installer script using the following command : (ensure that all process are stopped and ensure that Mondo backup was taken)
   . /PC5.2.0.1_Installer

Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Installer updates the following components in the order as listed:

  o   Dialer
  o   Midtier
After the installation of Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 completes, the installer performs the verification of all the packages. The following messages are displayed:

DialerMidtier_PostInstall configuration ends...
Creating tmp directory under path /opt/avaya/pds/imon
Changing the edt files ...
Updated Job edt configuration

Running post-install verification..

.Dialer Post-install verification OK..
.Dialer Post-install verification OK..
Verifying Oracle 11g..

Oracle 11g Installation verified OK..
Syslog-NG running OK.
Dynamic logging verified OK.

Stopping database..

Installation verification complete..

After the successful verification, the system reboots automatically within one minute.

5. After reboot, execute the following commands to remove the Dialer DVD from the Linux Machine:
   cd /
eject

6. Perform the post-installation procedures as described in the Post-Installation section.

Post-Installation Procedure

After installing Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer, verify the Dialer version.

To verify the Dialer version:

1. Log in to the dialer as an admin user.
2. Check whether the version of Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer is 5.2.0.1.0.0301

Clear the old archive files

1. Run clear_all script to clear the old archives files

Scheduling a db_mgr task:

Scheduling a db_mgr task using Supervisor Editor Scheduler, results in a correct configuration in crontab under
Supervisor section. For the manual section of the crontab, ensure that any db_mgr entry is accompanied by the "backup" argument.

Turning on/off the SSL:

Perform this procedure if SSL was turned off in the Avaya Proactive Contact system:

1. Log in to the dialer as sroot.
2. Run the following command: ssl_conf

**Starting up the dialer processes**

To start up the dialer processes:

1. Start the database by running the following commands as an admin user on the primary dialer:
   
   start_db  
   check_db

2. Verify that all the database processes are running.

3. Run the Mid-Tier software by running the following commands on the primary dialer:
   
   start_mts  
   check_mts

4. Verify that all the Mid-Tier processes are running.

5. Start the dialer software by running the following commands on the primary dialer:
   
   start_pds  
   check_pds

6. Run the following commands on the secondary dialer:
   
   start_pds  
   check_pds

7. Verify that all the dialer processes are running.

After performing the post-installation procedure, you can start using the system.

For information about patches and product updates, see the Avaya Technical Support website https://support.avaya.com.

**What’s new**

**AES Geo Redundant High Availability (GRHA)**

**Overview**

PC 5.2.0.1 supports GRHA feature of AES 8.0. GRHA is a high availability solution for AES that works across two datacentres with a pair of servers connected over a routable network. When the standby AES server is activated, AES will start providing service approximately a minute after the failure detection interval is over.
However, all AES clients have to re-establish all monitors/registrations as if they are working with an AES server that just came up after a reboot.

GRHA can be configured on AES where a client can connect to an AES virtual IP. Connection of the Proactive Contact TSAPI client to the AES virtual IP means that if connection were to fail with one AES, the client could connect to an alternate. For this sort of connection, for a connection failure, the APC TSAPI client will re-spawn connections to the AES until it connects.

Configuration

- Configuration on AES GRHA-
  - Refer the AES documentation “Administering Avaya Aura Application Enablement Services”.

- Configuration on Dialer-
  - The only change required on Dialer to work with AES GRHA setup is the use of AES virtual IP in /opt/avaya/pab/config/.tslibrc file instead of IP of standalone AES server.
  - If both the AES servers are using different certificates then both need to be imported on the Dialer in /opt/mvap/tsapi/client/certs/CA/avayaprca.pem.

Aura 8.0 support

Communication Manager 8.0, Avaya Enablement Services 8.0 and CC Elite 8.0 will be supported with PC-5.2.0.1 release.

Known issues

Parameters in the master.cfg file

In Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1, the following new parameters are introduced in the master.cfg file:

- IPC_SEND_RETRY_COUNT:0
  A new parameter IPC_SEND_RETRY_COUNT is added into master.cfg file in order to configure how many times porter will try to send message to Caller process

- NOTIFY_UNIT_EXHAUSTED:NO
  A new parameter NOTIFY_UNIT_EXHAUSTED is added in master.cfg file in order to enable or disable unit exhausted notification to agents in case of non infinite multiple units job.

- OPMON_START_DELAY:0
  A new parameter OPMON_START_DELAY is added in master.cfg file in order to start the opmon process after the swift_ct and AES connectivity is up. The user can configure the time delay when required.
## Fixes

The following table lists the fixes in this release.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JIRA Number</th>
<th>SR/PEA ID</th>
<th>Minimum Conditions</th>
<th>Visible symptoms</th>
<th>Release found in</th>
<th>Release fixed in</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-5942</td>
<td>1-6CI80TA, 1-6DBD252, 1-6E063IC</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>[CFD] Hung job, could not shut down, Caller busy - could not process GCC signals from different porters</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5950</td>
<td>1-6CI80TA, 1-6DBD252, 1-6E063IC</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>Hung job, could not shut down, Agent terminated session improperly during call transfer.</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5939</td>
<td>1-65NS2CY</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>[SPLIT:5.2.1] operator process unable to send OPDIED due to signal handler being invoked twice simultaneously preventing the job from shutting down normally</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5943</td>
<td>1-6CQD8T1</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>[CFD] Hung job, could not shut down, Operator unable to send NOPCOMP</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5949</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>Agent recvd LOGOUTOK from a job other than the one the agent was working on.</td>
<td>5.1.2</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5992</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1.3</td>
<td>Agents not receiving unit end notification on non-infinite job if agent is login to Multiple Units.</td>
<td>5.1.3</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5934</td>
<td>1-6806NQP</td>
<td>5.1.3</td>
<td>[SPLIT:5.2.1] [CFD] sysadm and system users missing from the database after migration</td>
<td>5.1.3</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5956</td>
<td>1-6CP3T9Q</td>
<td>5.1.1</td>
<td>[CFD] ACD Agents unable to take break on cruise control job</td>
<td>5.1.1, 5.1.3, 5.2</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5966</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1.3</td>
<td>Agents not receiving unit end notifications on non-infinite job</td>
<td>5.1.3, 5.2.0</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-3812</td>
<td>1-67HRKM2</td>
<td>5.1.3</td>
<td>jobmon shows very high elapsed time for Idle states</td>
<td>5.1.3</td>
<td>5.2.0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Known issues and workarounds

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Minimum conditions</th>
<th>Workaround (if any)/Note</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PC-5988</td>
<td>If there are inbound calls in queue when the CTI link goes down; and these inbound calls are handled and released before the CTI link is restored, the Dialer does not seem to get the updated events regarding the status of the inbound queue. It releases the outbound agents to handle inbound calls even when there are no calls in queue.</td>
<td>Note: The issues have been observed when link between Dialer and AES is lost and restored after sometime. These issues occur irrespective of connection to IP of standalone AES server or use of virtual IP of an AES GRHA setup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5982</td>
<td>ACD agents are forced to go into break after finishing their current calls when the CTI link goes down. Once the CTI link is restored, these agents cannot go off break with the following error message - “Softdialer link is down. Please wait AES connection is restored”.</td>
<td>Note: The issues have been observed when link between Dialer and AES is lost and restored after sometime. These issues occur irrespective of connection to IP of standalone AES server or use of virtual IP of an AES GRHA setup.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PC-5981</td>
<td>If PC agent is on outbound call and CTI link goes down, during this switch over time if agent releases and finishes a record then the Dialer will continue to dial. However, since the link is down all the calls made will fail and as a result these records would get skipped. Once the CTI link is restore, dialling will continue with the pending records to be dialled.</td>
<td>Note: The issues have been observed when link between Dialer and AES is lost and restored after sometime. These issues occur irrespective of connection to IP of standalone AES server or use of virtual IP of an AES GRHA setup.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## List of RHSA’s fixed in this release

## List of CVEs fixed in this release

## Languages supported

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>Simplified Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French</td>
<td>Korean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>German</td>
<td>Portuguese for Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italian</td>
<td>Russian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
<td>Spanish</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Contacting support

Contact Support Checklist
If you are having trouble with Avaya Proactive Contact you must:

- Retry the action. Carefully follow the instructions in written or online documentation.
- Check the documentation that came with your hardware for maintenance or hardware-related problems.
- Note the sequence of events that led to the problem and the exact messages displayed. Have the Avaya documentation available.

If you continue to have a problem, contact Avaya Technical Support:

- Log in to the Avaya Technical Support website: [https://support.avaya.com](https://support.avaya.com).
- Contact Avaya Technical Support at one of the telephone numbers in the Support Directory listings on the Avaya support website.
- Avaya Global Services Escalation Management provides the means to escalate urgent service issues. For more information, see the Escalation Contacts listings on the Avaya website.

Contact Support Tasks
You may be asked to email one or more files to Technical Support for analysis of your application and its environment.
Appendix

Appendix 1: Support for Avaya Proactive Contact Interoperability

This appendix includes information related to the interoperability versions of various products supported with Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 Dialer.

For the latest and most accurate compatibility information, see https://support.avaya.com/CompatibilityMatrix/Index.aspx.

Appendix 2: Changing boot order if you install dialer from USB device

If you install the dialer from USB, then at the mandatory reboot after the Dialer installation, the server fails to boot up and displays a message regarding illegal op-code. To avoid this issue, you must change the boot order.

To change the Boot order:

1. When the server is booting up, press F9 to enter the BIOS setup.
2. Navigate to the Boot Sequence section.
3. Select Hard Disk and move it up in the list to display it above the USB devices option.
4. Ensure that the CD/DVD option is the first priority in the boot sequence.

Appendix 3: Configuring RAID 5 on HP DL 360p G8

By default HP DL 360p G8 server comes with RAID 1 configuration.

Perform the following steps before configuring RAID 5:

1. Log in to the freshly installed Avaya Proactive Contact 5.2.0.1 dialer as sysadm user.
2. From the menu, type 3 to select Back up, restore, and verify.
3. From the menu, type 2 to select Local back up, restore, and verify.
4. From the menu, type 12 to select Create bootable backup.
   The system displays the following message:
   If you continue, all the PDS processes will be shut down while taking bootable backup. After completion of bootable backup, all the PDS processes will be started back up. If you want to continue and shut down all processes you must enter the word 'continue' here.
5. Type Continue.
   The dialer, midtier processes, and database are shut down.
6. When prompted, insert a blank DVD into the DVD drive and select the DVD option from the menu. After the backup is completed, the system displays the following message:

Would you like to start all processes?

7. Type y to start the dialer processes.

8. Configure RAID 5 on HP DL 360p G8 server after the backup process is completed.

9. After the HP DL 360p G8 server is configured with RAID 5, insert the backup DVD created in the previous steps and reboot the system.

10. At the prompt, type nuke and press Enter. After the restore is complete the system will have RAID 5 with increased disk space.